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Dear students,
Welcome to Jessenius Faculty of Medicine in Martin and our
international community of students and staff. As JFMED
students, you will find that you are an integral part of shaping
the medical profession and the development of your
knowledge, skills, and competencies lie at the heart of what
we do.
For many of you, living abroad is going to be a new experience
and one that will bring many joys but also occasional downs.
Therefore, my team and I are on hand to help you to ease into
your new life in Martin and in becoming a JFMED student.
Welcome in Martin and welcome to the Faculty.
Sincerely,
Martin Janík, Vice-Dean
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Study department

The department is located on the ground floor at the Dean´s
Office and a vice-dean, manager and four study officers staff
the international students´ office.
Assoc. prof. Martin Janík, MD., PhD.
Vice-Dean for international students and the Erasmus+
programme
email: martin.janik@uniba.sk tel: +421 908 902998
Dr Janík is responsible for the overall delivery of teaching for
international students on the general medicine programme
and communication with the heads of clinics, teaching staff
and the University Hospital in Martin. He also heads up the
Erasmus+ programme and international relations department.
As a practicing doctor, Dr Janík specialises in forensic
medicine.
Mrs Ing. Eva Tišliarová
Manager
Mrs Tišliarová is responsible for the operational running of the
department, communication and compliance. Given the wide
scope of responsibilities and the compliance role, Mrs
Tišliarová does not get involved in day-to-day communication
with students and administrative matters. For any
administrative matters, please contact your relevant study
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Tourist Information Centre Martin

officer and for matters relating to teaching, please contact the
vice-dean.

A. Kmeťa 22, 036 01 Martin
Web: https://www.facebook.com/tik.martin/
Email: tik@martin.sk

Mrs Mgr. Eva Štermenská
Officer for students in the 1st year
Email: eva.stermenska@uniba.sk tel: +421 432633 223
Mrs Štermenská is the main point of contact for students in
the 1st year of their studies. She is also responsible for
students transferring to JFMED from other universities, fee
payments, AIS administration and the admission exam
processes.

If you need help with planning your trips around Martin or
even Slovakia, please check the Tourist Information Centre in
Martin. Conveniently located in the centre of town (on the
way to the train station), the staff there will be able to answer
your questions, advise on travel plans and help with your
travel arrangements.

Mrs Mgr. Jana Simonidesová
Officer for students in the 2nd and 3rd years
Email: jana.simonidesova@uniba.sk tel: +421 432633 123
Mrs Simonidesová is the main point of contact for any
administrative matters and student communication for
students in the 2nd and 3rd years.
Mrs BC. Katarína Dullová
Officer for students in the 4th, 5th and 6th years
Email: katarina.dullova@uniba.sk tel: +421 432633 110
Mrs Dullova is responsible for the 4th, 5th and 6th year
students. She provides a regular admin and communication
support, ensuring that students comply with the demands of
the second cycle of study.
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specialists (vegetarian and vegan) and fusion places have
appeared in town over the last few years.
You will find, that apart from a la carte, almost all restaurants
offer something called MENU during the lunchtime hour, with
a set meal or a selection of set meals for very reasonable
prices. These are very popular with people who pop out
during their lunch break and want to grab a quick bite to eat.
When talking about food, we must not omit the Slovakian
national dish called Bryndzové halušky. This dish – treasured
by the domestic audience – has been splitting the opinion of
foreign visitors for decades now. Best described as small
potatoes’ dumplings or gnocchi with sheep (ewes) cheese,
fried cubed-bacon and usually sprinkled with chopped chives.
The cheese has a strong and specific flavour –hence adding to
the character of the dish. The modern version now mixes the
sheep and cow´s milk, just to smooth over the strong taste.
Love it or hate it, this dish has been a staple diet in Slovakia
for centuries now.

Mrs BC. Miroslava Sadilová
Officer
Email: janka.sykorova@uniba.sk tel. +421 432633 197
Mrs Sadilova is responsible for the matters relating to a
residence permit and Foreign Police and works with students
studying dentistry at JFMED.

International Office

Janka Sýkorová
Officer
Email: janka.sykorova@uniba.sk , tel: +421 432633 117
Ms Sýkorová is responsible for the international student
intake and Erasmus + programmes.

And, if you are feeling particularly adventurous, order the dish
with žinčica. This drink made from sheep´s milk and similar to
kefir is a perfect companion to bryndzové halušky. Žinčica is
actually not that widely available to purchase and is usually
only available at restaurants that specialise in Slovakian
cuisine. It is also a seasonal drink, so not available all year
round. Still, if you get a chance, try it. We can´t promise that
you will like it, but you never know – your taste buds might
pleasantly surprise you.
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JFMED Campus

The Jessenius Faculty grounds and buildings are spread across
Malá Hora as well as around the University Hospital Martin.

Dean´s Office
building sits at Mala
Hora 4A and is
home to
administrative
teams that support
the day-to-day
running of the Faculty. It also homes Magna Aula, a theaterstyle room that holds graduation ceremonies and other
important events. The Study department also sits in this
buliding.
The Theoretical Research Institute of Viliam Mézeš sits next to
the Dean´s Office.
Clearly recognisable
by its pink colour, it
homes the following
departments:
Anatomy, Histology
and Embryology,
Medical Biophysics,
Medical Biology and Medical Biochemistry. The Institute of
Physical education and Sport also sit in this building.
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called Co-Op and Koruna are usually located in residential
areas and surrounding villages. These too open every day, but
they usually close by six pm. Saturdays and Sundays are their
short days, usually only operating in the morning.
Specialist stores and open markets
Specialist foods stores (vegan food, exotic spices and organic
food), open markets and zero waste shops can be found in
Martin.
Open market (Tržnica)
In the centre of town and right next to the University Hospital
Martin, there is an open market that consist of freestanding
stalls and a permanent building. It is very popular with locals
for seasonal fresh produce and fresh-cut flowers as well
merchants who sell clothing and other odds and bobs.
Zero Waste shop
For those eco-conscious and environmentally minded, there is
a zero waste shop, offering a refill station for cleaning
products and cosmetics. It is located in Tržnica, in the
permanent building.
Eating out
Martin offers a wide range of restaurants, coffee shops,
eateries and pubs that suit every taste and budget. Food in
Slovakia is probably best described as rustic, with meat and
potatoes (in every imaginable form) heavily featuring on
restaurant menus. However, and in keeping with times, more
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Museums
Whether you are into the arts, natural sciences or
ethnography, a range of museums and galleries can be found
in Martin. More information about museums and galleries can
be found at https://www.snm.sk/?about-the-museum-17 . To
name a few:
The museum of the Slovak Village is an excellent place to
spend a day in the outdoors. Tucked-away in the woodlands,
it offers an insight into the history of the village life in
Slovakia. The museum runs themed public events throughout
the year.
Arts

The pre-clinical
departments of
Pharmacology,
Pathological
Physiology,
Physiology,
Microbiology,
Molecular Biology
and Genomics as
well as the Department of Public Health sit in the Biomedical
Research centre. The building is located next the Dean´s
Office at Malá Hora 4D .

Turčianska Gallery located in the town centre offers a range
of permanent and temporary exhibitions. The gallery also runs
art clubs and workshops.
Shopping
The Simulation and Education
centre is located on
Novomeského Street. The centre
is used for teaching the
propaedeutic subjects in the 3rd
year of the general medicine
programme. The faculty library
and the IT centre are also located
in this building.

There are several medium-sized shopping centres and
shopping parks in Martin. One is in the centre of the town
called Galeria and then another two just on the outskirts of
the town, offering a range of grocery, health and beauty,
fashion and hard ware stores.

Grocery shopping
Lidl, Tesco, Billa and Kaufland are the big players on the
grocery market in Slovakia. These operate longer opening
hours are opened every day of the week. Smaller chains
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The Štefánikov Institute is
home to the departments of
nursing and midwifery and sits
next to the Dean´s Office. The
Centre for Languages also sits
here. As a teaching venue, is it
only used by the general
medicine students in the
second year of their study.

Getting to know Martin

Martin is the ninth-largest city in Slovakia and is known for its
cultural heritage and natural beauty. Becoming a Slovak
cultural centre in the 19th century, several cultural and
educational institutions were founded here. Martin is also
referred to as the Garden of Turiec (region). Surrounded by
different mountain regions, it is very popular with hikers,
mountain bikers and anyone who is fond of mountains and
nature.
Today, Martin is a vibrant town with an international
community and many cultural events taking place throughout
the year.

The Seminar building A & B

Theatre and cinemas
Theatre (also known as National House) sits in the centre of
town. While Slovakian plays may not be your cup of tea just
yet, it is possible to just pop in and admire the architecture
and paintings by Martin Benka (a famous Slovakian painter
and illustrator) that are on display in the foyer.
There are two cinemas in the centre of town called Strojár
and Moskva. Offering the old-style experience, these date
back to the pre-89´ era and operate as stand-alone, onescreen cinemas. However, don´t let this to deter you as both
places can offer a great cinematic experience for as little as
€4. Cinemax, a modern and multi-screen complex, is located
in the TULIP shopping centre, just on the outskirts of the
town.
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Library

The JFMED Library is located on Novomeského street
and is part of the Simulation and Education centre.
Only available to JFMED students and staff, it is open
every day (including weekends) from 7 am until 8 pm.
To be able to borrow the books, you will need to be
registered (enrolled) for the academic year, and have
and ISIC card.
You will also need to select the books you want to
borrow from the online register. You can only borrow
books for the duration of one semester (extensions
will be considered on an individual basis)
The library also offers free access to online resources.
For more information, please visit
https://uniba.sk/en/about/faculties-andunits/comenius-university-academic-library/externalelectronic-information-resources/
There is a shop with faculty merchandise where you
can also purchase study scripts and a journal
department also sit here.

Map of ŽSR: https://www.orangesmile.com/common/img_country_maps/slovakia-map-0.jpg
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Study regulation at a glance

Study regulations are the rules that govern the studies at
JFMED, CU and are a collection of external (set by the law)
and internal (set by CU) regulations.
Communication
You must use a designated email address when
communicating with the faculty staff and teachers. All
communication regarding study matters, instructions,
announcements, etc. will only be sent to your uniba.sk email
address.
For more information, please visit
 University E-mail and Office 365 (uniba.sk)
 Free Office 365 for students! (uniba.sk)
The credit system
The higher education in Slovakia follows The European Credit
Transfer and Accumulation System /ECTS.
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Train service
Slovakia is well connected with train lines and there are direct
train services from Martin (via Vrútky) to Bratislava and
Košice, the two largest cities in Slovakia and Prague (Czech
Rep.). The same applies to Žilina and Banská Bystrica; the two
neighbouring university cities.
The national train carrier in Slovakia is called Železnice
Slovenskej republiky (ŽSR). As students, you are eligible for
discounted travel (up to 50%) with ŽSR using your ISIC card.
The ŽSR also offers free travel to students. However, this is
limited in numbers and has to be pre-booked. Those wanting
use this benefit will also need to apply for a special train card
directly at the train station.
RegioJet is a private train company operating in Slovakia,
connecting Prague and Košice. Please note that if using this
train service, the student discounts offered by ŽSR do not
apply.
Train stations


ECTS provides learning based on defined learning
outcomes and their associated workload to guarantee
academic recognition of studies.
ECTS credits carry numerical values and are attached
to the course units. They reflect the workload
required to achieve the objectives of a programme.
Such objectives are defined in terms of learning
outcomes and competencies to be acquired. The
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Martin train station that is centrally located in the
town
Vrútky train station is serviced by numerous buses s
from Martin. It takes about 10 – 15 minutes
(depending on your location), to get from Martin to
Vrútky using the local bus service.
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Martin and getting around


Martin by foot
Martin and its suburban areas are easily accessible by foot.
There are a number of public footpaths and cycle paths
connecting different parts of the town.
BOLT Scooters

! The first year students must gain a minimum of 15 credits in the first semester

You may also whizz around the town using the latest addition
to the modes of transport in Martin – BOLT scooter. To use
the scooter, you will need to download the Bolt app from
Google Play or i App Store and the charge for the use is €0.50
the initial charge and then €0.10 for every minute.
Public transport
Martin has good public bus transport links , connecting the
suburban areas and villages by regular bus services. It runs
seven days a week with reduced services operating on
Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays.
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You can obtain credits for a particular course/subject
only once during your studies.
The courses/subjects and their awarded credits are
registered and stored in the Academic Information
System (AIS).

General medicine programme and academic year

For information about the ticket prices and student discounts
please visit https://www.dpmmartin.sk/ceny-cestovneho.php
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student workload includes the time spent attending
the lectures, seminars as well as an independent
study time and preparation for exams.
As a full-time student, you must achieve 30 credits in
one semester and 60 credits in one academic
year. The ECTS credits are only awarded after your
student work has been fully completed and assessed.
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General Medicine takes six academic years to
complete. Each academic year is split into two
semesters; winter semester and summer semester.
There are teaching and exam/assessment periods in
each semester.
In each academic year, you must complete a certain
number of credits and subjects set in your study plan.
Teaching in each academic year follows a timetable
set by the Faculty.
To be able to proceed to the next academic year, you
must achieve the required number of credits.
Study check is a process by which the study officers
determines whether the student has achieved the
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required number of credits and completed all
required subjects to be able to proceed to the next
academic year. This process takes place at the end of
the academic year. The first study check for the first
year students takes place at the end of the first
semester.
The academic degree is awarded only after all
compulsory subjects of the study programme have
been successfully completed and the required
number of credits for compulsory elective subjects
has been achieved.
Students on the General Medicine study programme
in English pay the tuition fee for each academic
year/semester before the enrolment date.

Registering (enrolling) for the academic year

To help you to navigate the health-care system, we have
compiled a list of English speaking doctors in Martin.

Dr Ján Michna – General Practitioner (private practice)
Tel: +421 (43) 423 9098; email: michnamedical@gmail.com
Address: ul. Jána Goliana 38, 036 01 Martin
Dr Boris Raška – Internal medicine specialist
Tel: +421 (0)903 389 275; email: raskaboris@gmail.com,
Address: Senium Medica, Prieložtek 1 (4th floor), 036 01
Martin
Some payment for treatments may be required

Using the AIS2 system, you will have to complete an
online Registration/Enrolment before the start of the new
academic year. During the process, you will be asked to
update your personal details and confirm your study results
from the previous year. Your study officer will remind you of
this process and will provide you with detailed instructions.
Purchasing an ISIC validation stamp is a part of the
registration (enrolment) process and must be completed
before the academic year commences.

Dr Adriana Gaťová – Gynaecologist

14
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Tel: +421 (0)907 857 999
Address: Senium Medica, Prieložtek 1 (4th floor), 036 01
Martin
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A GP can refuse to register you if:



Personal Data and GDPR

They are not accepting new patients
You live outside the boundary of their catchment area

Specialist medical practitioners
Specialist medical practitioners specialise in a certain area of
medicine (e.g. paediatrics, ophthalmology or cardiology). They
work in different settings such as hospitals, walking-in medical
centres, or run their own practices.

The Faculty collects, securely stores, maintains personal and
course data on existing and past students in line with GDPR
and General Data Protection legislations.
Assessments/ Exams



In Slovakia, GPs make referrals to see specialist medical
practitioners. It is then up to the patient/individual to find a
specialist doctor that suits the medical needs.



Hospitals and hospital treatments
The specialist medical practitioners make referrals for hospital
treatments and/or admission to a hospital. Admissions to the
hospital can also be done via the Accident and Emergency
department or, in certain cases, on recommendations made
by the GP. With valid health insurance, there is no charge for
stays in public hospitals in Slovakia.





Please note that whenever you are receiving medical
treatment you will be asked to present your European Health
Card or proof of valid health insurance.
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Each subject is completed with an exam or an
assessment. Information about the assessment
method is described in the academic calendar.
Exams/assessments can be in oral, written or practical
work formats.
Sitting the exam or taking the assessment is
preconditioned by good attendance and progression
results from that particular subject. The teachers log
the attendance and record students´ progression in
the subject.
You must register for your exam/assessment via the
AIS system
For identification purposes, you must have your ISIC
card on you when taking the assessment or sitting the
exam.
If you fail an assessment/exam, you will be given
further two opportunities to take it again. If you are
unsuccessful in your third and final attempt, you will
have failed the subject. You may re-enrol the failed
subject to the next academic year, however in this
case and if unsuccessful again, you will only be given
one more opportunity to retake it.
The results from the exam/assessment will be
uploaded to AIS by your tutor. If the result is not
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showing or is showing incorrectly, please contact your
tutor immediately.
While it is not possible to correct your
exam/assessment result/grade, you may chose not to
accept it. In this case, you must notify our tutor in
writing (email will suffice) within 48 hours of the
result/grade being released. You will automatically be
awarded FX for the exam and will be given the second
opportunity sit the exam or take the assessment.
Please note that this counts towards your three
attempts available per subject.

Excusing your attendance on the exam/assessment
We appreciate that at times personal circumstances or
situations out of your control may interfere with your studies
and you may not be able to take the assessment as originally
planned. To be able to excuse yourself from the assessment,
you will need to provide a valid reason and evidence that will
support your request.
Valid reasons include health (physical and mental) issues,
bereavement or situations out of your control.
By supporting evidence, we mean doctor´s note (certificate)
or a confirmation issued by an official authority.
To excuse yourself from taking the assessment/exam you
must:
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Unregister from the exam (in AIS) 48 hours before the
exam at the latest. Within this timeframe, you do not
need to provide an excuse.
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Healthcare in Slovakia

Slovakia operates a universal healthcare system based on
compulsory income-related contributions that are paid to a
chosen health insurance company. In general, the cost of the
treatment is covered by the health insurance company
however, certain specialist treatments including dental
treatments, will require a partial or full payment. The
reimbursement of prescription drugs by the insurer vary and
additional payment (partial or full) may be required.
EU/EEC citizens are automatically eligible to access health
care while residing in Slovakia. Citizens from outside the
EU/EEC are required to seek insurance in Slovakia or suitable
travel insurance in their home country.
General Practitioner (GP)
Like in many countries, GPs are the first point of call for nonemergency medical treatments. Offering treatments for acute
and chronic illnesses, GPs in Slovakia also make referrals to
see specialist medical practitioners and can make
recommendations on hospital admissions.
Registering with the GP
You will first need to find a GP that suits your needs. You will
then need to make an appointment for your initial
consultation.

25
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Health and Safety
All students, staff and external visitors must adhere to Health
and Safety (HE) regulations when on JFMED premises. Each
department, laboratory, student and public spaces will have
HE regulations for that particular place clearly on display.
Students are reminded to follow these and the instruction
issued by the teacher at all times.
Respecting the environment
Like any other organisation, the Faculty strives to do better
when it comes to its green policies. We encourage our staff
and students to be environmentally conscious and use the
recycling facilities provided on premises.
In recent years, Slovakia has stepped up its recycling and
waste management efforts and, through its municipal and
regional offices, has introduced a number of new taxes and
levies on communal and landfill waste. Do watch out for those
and please follow the recycling rules not just at school but
also at your homes.

Less than 48 hours before the exam, please contact
your tutor by email and briefly describe your reasons
for not being able to take the assessment and provide
the appropriate evidence. If your request is approved,
please arrange an alternative exam/assessment date
with your tutor

If you do not unregister and/or excuse yourself from the
assessment/exam and don´t attend, you may still contact your
tutor with an excuse within three working days after the
exam/assessment. You will need to submit evidence
supporting your request.
Interruption of study
The option for interrupting the studies is available to those
who, for serious reasons, need a break from studying.
Interruption of studies follows a certain protocol and some
conditions apply. The period of interruption depends on your
personal circumstances and can be for one semester for up to
three years. The request must be made in writing. See Article
20 of the Study regulations for more information.
Termination of studies
Termination of studies means a complete withdrawal from
studies. To terminate the studies, a written notification must
be submitted to the Vice-Dean.
Code of Conduct
The Student Code of Conduct applies to all CU students. The
Conduct covers areas such as behaviours and attitudes that
each student is expected to uphold. The JFMED Disciplinary
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Committee presides over the complaints made against those
not adhering to the Code or those in serious breach with the
Faculty rules and regulations (e.g. plagiarism, possession of
illegal substances, etc.)
Study regulations in full can be found at
https://www.jfmed.uniba.sk/en/study/students/organizationof-study/study-regulations/

Other general information

Foreign Police
While living in Slovakia for a prolonged period, all foreign
nationals must apply for the temporary residence permit. The
Faculty offers some assistance with the application process
and more information can be found at:
https://www.jfmed.uniba.sk/en/study/residence-permit/
Public Holidays
Slovakia gets a fair share of public holidays – 15 days in total.
In general, most shops, public buildings, and offices are closed
during the public holidays, so don´t get caught out and plan
ahead.
For more information on public holidays in Slovakia, please
visit https://publicholidays.eu/slovakia/

18
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Academic system and online learning
The benefits of getting involved?
Many students use their scientific research work as the
basis for their diploma thesis. The activity also counts
towards the application for participating in the exchange
study programmes. It also offers the opportunity to get
involved with and take part in the Scientific Conference.
To find out more, please contact assoc. prof. Dr. Michal
Šimera, PhD., email: michal.simera@uniba.sk.

AIS2
Academic Information System 2 (AIS2) is a system used by
students, academics and staff at Comenius University. You will
frequently use AIS2 while studying at CU and will have already
received your login details from our IT team.
While the system has many uses and users, you will primarily
be accessing it for:






Checking your grades and assessment results
Registering for exams and assessments
Submitting some of your student work
Downloading documents and confirmations
Registering for the next academic year

If you need help with navigating in AIS2, please speak to your
study officer. If you need technical support and/or have
forgotten your log-in details, please contact CEPIT hotline on
+421 2 9010 4444 or visit https://uniba.sk/en/about/facultiesand-units/cit/citps/cepit/
MS Teams
Some of you may already be familiar with the product from
the Microsoft Office 365 family. The MS teams is widely used
at JFMED as an online learning platform for lectures and
seminars. You can use your AIS log-in to sign into the MS
Teams and there a number of online resources on how to use
this platform
22
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https://www.jfmed.uniba.sk/en/departments/informationworkplaces/department-of-information-technology/itservices/online-komunikacia/
YouTube tutorial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xh1GCLo8L1E
Moodle site

Get involved

The Faculty offers several out of curriculum activities with
which students can get involved. The most popular is the
Student scientific activity run by JFMED teachers and
volunteers.

Moodle site is another learning platform managed by the
Comenius University. Used by all of its faculties, the system is
primarily used for exams and assessments. Please note that
not all faculties use the system equally, and when it comes to
exams and assessments always follow the instructions issued
by your tutor.



What is a student scientific activity?

The student scientific activity is an essential part of the
learning process for future doctors. This voluntary activity
offers a great opportunity to get involved with and
experience real research work. It helps students to develop
their scientific thinking, cultivate their creativity and grain
transferable practical skills.

https://moodle.uniba.sk/?lang=en_us



What knowledge and skills are required to get
involved?
No specific skills and knowledge are required. Once you
have selected your topic of research, your tutor will explain
the process and work structure.
 How can I join the student scientific activity?
Just
select
your
topic
of
interest
from
https://svoc.jfmed.uniba.sk/index.php/en/. You will then
be contacted by your designated tutor and can get started.
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